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Enterprise wide BI handled by small team 
(Stetten, 25.11.2017)  
WIKA is a global market leader in pressure, temperature and level measurement technology. Wika 
has subsidiaries in more than 40 countries around the world. A team of only three employees 
manages the whole worldwide BI system and provides reporting and analytical tools for colleagues 
in all subsidiaries. This BI system covers almost all business areas. 
  
Data is processed from Microsoft Dynamics AX and some other ERP systems. The data is processed 
into local Microsoft SQL Server Data Warehouses with up to 50 cubes per subsidiary. This system is 
used for Self-Service reporting using Halo Prism. WIKA uses the ETL tool “HALO Source” 
(https://halosource.eu). Halo Source allows a fast, standardized rollout and easy customizing for 
local customizations. “HALO Source made implementation and especially maintenance a lot easier“ 
says Andreas Pesak, WIKAs BI Expert. 
  
Andreas Schindler, CEO of Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH und Inventor of Halo Source assures „Data 
Integration and maintaining BI can be easy and effective “. Halo Source makes it easy for find 
relevant data and to generate aligned end user ready data warehouse systems. Halo Source ensures 
integrity and correctness of the data. Maintainability is crucial for successful BI projects. Halo Source 
ensures this by its easy recognition of changes in Source Systems and effective implementation of 
„Agile BI “.  

Andreas Schindler goes on: „We started to develop Halo Source for iQ4bis in 2004. iQ4bis’s 
headquarter was in New Zealand back then. All problems escalated late night due to the time 
difference. This taught us to make the software as robust, effective and maintainable as possible.  
This made Halo Source as stable and effective as it is now. “ 

Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH 
Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH implements database Solutions since 1992. Our focus shifted to BI, 
enterprise planning and predictive analytics in 2000. Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH started to develop 
Halo Source for iQ4bis Software Inc, an USA Software vendor, in 2004 (www.halobi.com). Schindler IT 
Solutions GmbH is distributor for Halo Products in Europe. 

Since 2016 Schindler IT Solutions GmbH uses the brand „easyGDPR “ to develop and sell tools to 
make implementing GDPR easy.  

You find us at Big Data World Frankfurt in booth 1070 „EasyGDPR “  
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